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All Slots Roulette - European Roulette Game for iOS
Published on 12/13/13
All Slots Mobile Casino today introduces All Slots Roulette 1.0. The European Roulette
Gold for iOS presents the dynamic experience and fun of playing roulette right on your
device. Just like a real casino roulette game, All Slots Casino offers the same level of
intensity and the spinning roulette wheel builds up excitement. Choose a lucky number, let
the roulette wheel spin and feel the power when the ball lands on your chosen number.
British Virgin Islands - All Slots Mobile Casino is proud today to announce the release of
All Slots Roulette. The European Roulette Gold for iOS (iPhone and iPad - universal App)
presents the dynamic experience and fun of playing roulette game right on your device.
Just like a real casino roulette game, All Slots Casino offers the same level of intensity
and the spinning roulette wheel builds up excitement. Choose a lucky number, let the
roulette wheel spin and feel the power when the ball lands on your chosen number.
With much better chances of winning compared to the American roulette wheel and 36 red and
black numbers to bet on, being a winner on European Roulette Gold is possible.
Features:
* European roulette wheel with 36 red and black numbers and a single zero
* Much better chances of winning than the American roulette wheel
* Bet on multiple numbers. Inside and Outside bets
* Place neighbour Bets and Call Bets based on the position of the numbers on the roulette
wheel
* Stunning HD graphics and sounds
* Universal App with support for iPod touch, iPhone, iPad mini and iPad
* Awards up to 35 times your bet
Be a winner once the wheel number matches your chosen number.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 3.1MB
Pricing and Availability:
All Slots Roulette 1.0 is available for free on the App Store in the Games category, sub
category - Casino, sub category, Cards.
All Slots Mobile Casino:
http://www.allslotscasino.com/
All Slots Roulette 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/all-slots-roulette/id696618317?ls=1&mt=8
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All Slots Casino offers top value entertainment with its wide array of exciting casino
games and a generous bonus program. Developed and powered by Microgaming, All Slots
Casino
is available in both Download and Flash versions, and its mobile casino is compatible with
nearly every device, including the iPhone, iPad, BlackBerry and Android-based devices. All
Slots Casino is accredited by eCOGRA and prides itself on fair play and fast payouts.
Copyright (C) 2013 Spin3. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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